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ABSTRACT - Alternative splicing allows for the production of many gene products from

a single coding sequence. I introduce the concept of alternative splicing via some
examples. I then discuss some current hypotheses about the explanatory role of alternative
splicing, including the claim that splicing is a significant contributor to the difference in
complexity between the human genome and proteosome. Hypotheses such as these bring

into question our working concepts of the gene. I examine several gene concepts

introduced to cope with processes such as alternative splicing. Next I introduce some
hypotheses about the evolution of mechanisms alternative splicing in higher organisms. I
conclude that attention to alternative splicing reveals that we adopt an attitude that
developmental theorizing must inform evolutionary theorizing and vice versa.
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1. Introduction

Alternative splicing is one of a number of post-transcriptional

controls known to operate between the transcription of DNA and the

ultimate production of proteins in the cell. Recent estimates

(catalogued in Modrek and Lee 2002, 14) place the number of human

genes that are alternatively spliced between 22% and 59% of our

genetic complement. Work on alternative splicing, as well as work on
other post-transcriptional controls, introduces new questions about
both the gene concept itself and about evolution. I briefly address both

these issues here. First, I introduce alternative splicing via a few
illustrative examples. I then discuss relations between alternative
splicing and organismal complexity. This relation is illustrated by

comparing an organism's genomic complexity with the complexity of its

proteosome. This discussion leads us to question the referent for the
term 'gene'. In the following section I examine two recent definitions
of the gene introduced to deal with related difficulties to the ones

introduced here: Lenny Moss' (Moss 2001; Moss 2003) Gene-D and
Eva Neuman-Held's (Neumann-Held 2001) Process Molecular Gene
(PMG). I defend a modified version of Moss' Gene-D as a device to
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of the available exons present in the pre-mRNA molecule. Sp

variants are the results of this process and are the different sequence

of mature mRNA produced from an identical strand of pre-mRN
(Figures 2 & 3) Important examples of splice variants include bot
Illustration of Alternative RNA Splicing

Two identical strands of Prc-mRNA:

I = Exon 1 1 = Intron intron
. sP"ce^
removal
I = optional intron/exon * Added to distinguish between
optional intron/exons

Figure 2

Illustration of Alternative RNA Splicing (cont.)
Alternate mature mRNA splice products:
Derived from each

of the top splicing

events in Fig. 2.

Derived from each

of the bottom splicing

events in Fig. 2.
Figure 3
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1 Burian (this volume) discusses these cases among others.
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autosomes, the X:A ratio (Baker 1989). Flies with a ratio of 1 are fem

while those with a ratio of 0.5 are male. Whether the embryoni
becomes a male or female is determined by a series of RNA spl
events initiated by these ratios. The male development pathway
'default' pathway. The X:A ratio of 1 triggers an alternate path
leading to female sex characteristics. Let's focus on this pathway

connection between the X:A ratio of 1 and the initiation of the path
the blocking of the splice site leading to the production of functiona
protein (seen at the top of the right hand column of Figure 4.) appe
to be regulated by both maternal and zygotic gene products. Sxl
first of two splicing regulatory proteins; one that blocks a splice an
other that activates a splice. The effect of these alternate splicings
production of the female specific form of the protein Dsx. (The pro
for each sex is illustrated in Figure 4.) Sex determination in Orosop

m. is apparently not determined for by a specific DNA sequence

rather by alternative splicing regulators.

Work on various species of Drosophila has revealed ano

striking example of alternative splicing: the alternative splicing of

RNA transcripts of the Drosophila DSCAM gene. DSCAM pro

help direct growth of cells in the Drosophila nervous system. Th

mRNA transcript of DSCAM contains 115 exons and each m

mRNA contains twenty four exons and four of these are each se
from four groups (of 12, 48, 33 and 2) of the original 115 (Figu
Alternative Splicing in the Drosophila DSCAM Gene
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alternative splicings as there is in the sex determination case but none

of the proteins could be produced without alternative splicing

occurring (adapted from Alberts et al. 2002).

Moss discusses a similar example presented by the human NCAM

gene. The human NCAM gene has 19 exons but Moss points out
'there are no NCAM proteins that are composed of the protein

domains encoded for by all 19 exons' (Moss 2003, 186). The alternate

NCAM proteins are produced in a similar way to the alternate
DSCAM proteins in Drosophila: each sequence of mature mRNA

producing an NCAM protein is a splice variant.

There are many more examples of alternative splicing in the

literature and doubtless many more will be appearing in the human

molecular literature if the estimates from the bio-informatics work
cited above are correct.

3. Alternative Splicing and Organismal Complexity

One of the more surprising findings to come out of the human
genome project is the figure proposed for the number of human

genes. While our chromosome complement contains a relatively large
number of DNA base pairs, about 3 billion (nothing compared to a
lot of plants and a few sharks), recent estimates put our number of
genes at around 30,000. (For comparison, Drosophila appear to have
in the region of 15,000 genes.) The reason that the proposed number
of genes is surprising is that if each gene coded for only one protein,
we would come in well under our protein complement, what is known
as our proteosome. The number of proteins an organism can produce
is a rough guide to the organism's overall complexity. (I leave out any
further discussion of the concept of complexity in this paper.) Our
proteosome is enormous and is roughly five times that of Drosophila.
Alternative splicing provides one explanation for disparity between
our gene count and our protein count. As we have seen, alternative
splicing can produce many proteins from one pre-mRNA transcript.
Several additional explanations of this disparity have been proposed

but most of these additional explanations should be understood as

complementary and not competing. From now on I focus on
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alternative splicing as an explanation for the gene to protein dispar
but I am not proposing that this is a sufficient explanation. Mole
biology is beginning to provide us with numerous complement
explanations of this phenomenon.
Two classes of questions confront us when we propose alternat
splicing as an explanation for the disparity between gene number
protein number. The first has to do with just exactly what the t

'gene' refers to and the second has to do with the evolutio

alternative splicing machinery. I deal with each in turn.

4. Alternative Splicing and the Gene Concept

What Sterelny and Griffiths (1999) call the 'classic molecular g

concept', that a gene is 'a stretch of DNA that codes for a si
polypeptide chain' (1999, 132) does not seem to help us make se
of the predicament outlined above. Molecular biologists talk abou
number of genes in an organism and the number of protein

organism can produce and point out that these numbers are differe

Hence we need to be able to distinguish a gene from its RNA s
variants and their corresponding proteins. While many molecu

biologists use a similar gene concept to Sterelny and Griff
classical molecular gene concept in some contexts, they expli

invoke alternative gene concepts in others. Alberts et al. (2002), in t

fourth edition of their text, tackle worries about the gene con

head on. They say that 'the discovery of split genes and introns in

late 1970s could be readily accommodated in the original defini
of a gene, provided that a single polypeptide chain was specified
the RNA from any one transcribed DNA sequence. But it is now
that many DNA sequences in higher eukaryotic cells can produ
set of distinct (but related) proteins by means of alternative R
splicing' and go on to ask 'How then is a gene to be defined?' (2
438). Let's look at a few suggestions.
There are two distinct types of gene definition that have arise
response to worries such as the one articulated here: gene conc

that locate the referent for the term gene in the DNA complement

the cell (DNA sequence gene concepts) and gene concepts

disperse the referent of the term gene over varying parts of
cellular machinery (inclusive or wide gene concepts). I present t

two first and then briefly discuss definitions of another (intermed
type (pragmatic gene concepts).
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by its molecular sequence [...] to be a Gene-D is to be a

transcriptional unit (extending from start to stop codons) within
which are contained molecular template resources' (Moss 2001, 88).
My take on Moss' definition is that he intends genes-D to be DNA
sequences and therefore his definition is consistent with Alberts et
al?s. This is supported by Moss' discussion of the NCAM genes where

he says that the gene-D for NCAM contains 19 modular units or
exons and that it is a 'resource for making a protein' (Moss 2003,

186). He also puts the discussion of genomic vs. proteosome

complexity in these terms: 'The human genome has twice the number

of Genes-D as that of the fly or worm' (Moss 2003, 187). Again,

Moss' gene-D allows us to talk about genes and their multiple protein
products. An advantage of Moss' definition over Alberts et al.'s is that

it comes with a handy label: gene-D. But more importantly Moss'
definition is more inclusive than Alberts' as gene-D applies to both

DNA strands that are transcribed into polypeptides and DNA strands
that produce r-RNA and t-RNA molecules and no polypeptides.
Second type: inclusive or wide gene concepts.
Neuman-Held (2001) proposes a definition of the gene that is also
developed in response to problems for the gene concept generated by
complexities of molecular development. She says that her goal is to
establish a gene concept that applies to 'developmental processes on
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those molecular levels of interactions, which have to do with DN

end with the synthesis of linear polypeptide chains' (75; her i

She proposes and defends the process molecular gene c

(PMG): 'PMG [...] allows for inclusion of not only DNA, bu

non-DNA located entities, thereby integrating into the gene

those relevant entities that are necessary for the fun

specification of the DNA sequences involved' (80). This is
gene concept. The concept tries to capture the idea that th

produces the relevant protein. Given that numerous cellular p

are involved in producing protein from a DNA strand, Ne

Held includes them in the referent of the term 'gene'. This ap
solves some problems, for example there could be one PMG fo
polypeptide chain, but still makes it hard for us to understan
molecular biologists are saying when they say that the human ge

only contains 30,000 genes. The human genome (unless it

redefined in PMG terms) contains no PMG's.

Intermediary types: Pragmatically derived gene concepts.

In a much cited passage discussing the gene concept Philip K
says 'it is hard to see what would be lost by dropping talk o

from molecular biology and simply discussing the proper

various interesting regions of nucleic acid' (Kitcher 1992, 13

implied definition of a gene here is that a gene is any re

interesting nucleic acid. Interesting regions of nucleic acid inc

the DNA strands accounted for by gene-D but also much

machinery Neumann-Held wants to include in PMG as much o
machinery is RNA. Kitcher's motivation for proposing this
that cataloguing the uses of the term 'gene' leads us to a far t

and ambiguous concept. The two alternative gene defi

considered above work by dividing the reference of the term

and introducing new terms for the partitioned referent. This ap

seems more promising than abandoning the term 'gene' alto
Aside from the fact that abandoning the term gene would re

super-Orwellian effort at re-writing molecular biology.

A related pragmatic approach to the term 'gene' is propose
Sterelny and Griffiths (1999) when they say: 'molecular biolog

not seem to use the term gene as a name of a specific mo

structure. Rather, it is used as a floating label whose reference is

by the local contexts of use. Molecular biologists often seem
genes to mean 'sequences of the sort(s) that are of interest i

process I am working on'. Their rich background of

assumptions make this usage perfectly satisfactory' (1999, 133
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5. The Evolution of Alternative Splicing: Two Contrasting Perspectives

My discussion so far has made no reference to evolution. The

background to the discussion of the definition of the term 'gene'

presented here resides entirely in molecular developmental biology: the
articulation of the processes involved in the production of proteins in

cells. Many would argue that the relevant constraints on the gene
concept come from articulating its explanatory role in evolutionary
biology and not developmental biology. Maynard Smith, for example,
argues that the evolutionary gene concept should be imported into
developmental biology and that this would be an instructive and useful
move for developmental biology (see e.g. Maynard Smith 1998). So why
the emphasis on molecular developmental biology here?

• Here are a few brief general responses: First, alternative splicing
has been proposed as an explanation of the existence of higher order
diversity (see discussion in Brett et al. 2002). This presents discussion

of alternative splicing in an evolutionary context. If we ask how higher
orders of complexity arose in higher organisms, one answer could be
by alternative splicing. Hence explaining how these organisms evolved
2 Waters has developed a more complex and inclusive gene concept since his 1994 paper. The
criticisms in my paper do not target an important component of Waters' newer gene concept: his

technical definition of the molecular gene. My arguments are directed at pragmatic gene concepts, which

owe a lot to Waters' earlier paper. Assessing whether my arguments apply to Waters' mature gene

concept is a subject for a different paper.
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requires invoking the cellular processes involved in altern

splicing. Second, a process like alternative splicing is importa
evolutionary theorists to focus on because it is just one, of m

processes that lead to the production of proteins in cells. If any of

systems for controlling these processes are heritable in ways
parallel and accompany DNA transmission, then these system

evolutionary significance. My view is that to confront

evolutionary questions we need to pay careful attention to theo
developments in molecular developmental biology and work to
an account of evolution that is consistent with these findings
resist Maynard Smith's proposal, not by reversing the direction of

proposal and suggesting that evolutionary biology must im
concepts from developmental biology, but by recommend

theoretical influence in both directions. This suggestion is cons
with the goal of evolutionary developmental biology as defend

Hall who suggests that evolutionary developmental biology

synthesis of evolution and development with emergent properties

found from analysis of development or evolution alone' (Hall
177-178).

I now look at some specific suggestions about the evolutio

alternative splicing. There are two positions in the discussion o
evolution of alternative splicing or evolution resulting from
alternative splicing events. The first emphasizes change as a res
mutations in DNA sequences and the second emphasizes chang
result of changes in RNA and other splice controlling mechan
Proppnents of both perspectives agree that the production of

splice variants leads to greater diversity of phenotypes.
Li and Gruar (1991) represent the first perspective. They argue t
'the evolution of alternative splicing requires that an alternative s

junction be created de novo. Since splicing signals are usually
nucleotides long, it is possible that such splice sites are created

an appreciable frequency by mutation' (160). They discuss

example of this process, the b+-Thalassemia gene. Unfortunatel
is not the best illustration of their point as possession of the mut

is lethal. The general principle of their idea is grounded

distinction between weak and strong splice sites. The b+-Thalas

mutation creates a strong splice site that leads the cell to a

produce the deleterious protein. The production of a weak spli
will provide an opportunity for the cell to produce both the or

protein and the new one, hence giving the cell the poten

produce a new protein with perhaps a new function. Alberts
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another have become contingent' (Moss 2003, 188-189).

Exploitation of various combinations of these modular units in

varying ways leads to the production of novel proteins and
structures. Moss supports the emphasis of Alberts et al. in

approaching the evolutionary problem via looking at the inheritance

of mechanisms other than DNA sequences that guide splicing and

other post-transcriptional processes.
My sense is that neither perspective on the evolution of alternative
splicing should overwhelm the other. If we adopt the gene-D account,
then it seems consistent to say that mutations in genes-D provide new
opportunities for developmental processes. We can say this without
ruling out investigation into the inheritance and variation over time in
developmental regulatory systems outside the DNA.
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6. Conclusion

Looking at the process of alternative splicing provides an opportunity

to examine both the gene concept and our views about what

perspective to emphasize when explaining the evolution of cellular
processes. I have argued that a slightly modified version of Moss' gene

D best fits the concept of gene invoked in discussions of alternative
splicing. I have also argued that explaining the evolution of cellular
processes requires adopting (at least) two perspectives on evolution.

This move requires adopting an attitude that developmental theorizing
must inform evolutionary theorizing and vice versa.
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